Henry Aaron’s Dream Group Activity
How well do you know your baseball trivia from Henry Aaron’s Dream? Time to play ball and find out!
Divide into two teams. Everyone who goes “up to bat” in your team picks the difficulty of their trivia
question (from single, the easiest, to home run, the hardest). A member of the opposing team “pitches”
the question while the player at bat tries to answer. If you get the answer right, your team collects a
base (a single = one base, a double = two bases, etc.) and one of your teammates is up to bat. If you
get the answer wrong, you’re OUT! And the other team gets a chance to try to score.
The team with the most “runs” when all the questions have been asked is the winner. Create your own
questions to keep the game going into “extra innings”!
Use the baseball diamond below to track your runs.
Single
1. What was the first major-league team Henry
Aaron played for?
2. What is the name of the author-illustrator of
Henry Aaron’s Dream?
Double
1. What is Henry Aaron’s nickname?
2. Who was Henry Aaron’s baseball hero?
Triple
1. Which park held the exhibition game in which
Henry Aaron saw Jackie Robinson play for the
first time?
2. Where was Henry Aaron from?
Home Run

2. Whose all-time home-run record did Henry
Aaron beat?

KEY
Single: 1. The Braves; 2. Matt Tavares
Double: 1. Hank; 2. Jackie Robinson
Triple: 1. Hartwell Field; 2. Mobile, Alabama
Home Run: 1. Right field; 2. Babe Ruth
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1. During the spring training game against the
Boston Red Sox in which he was in the starting
lineup for the first time, what position was
Henry Aaron playing?
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